
Eyiara Oladipo
Oladipoeyiara@gmail.com | LinkedIn | Website | Github | Detroit, MI

EDUCATION

University Of Detroit Mercy
August 2021 - Present | 4001 W. McNichols Road Detroit, MI

Expected degree - Bachelor’s in Computer science

Central High School - 2021 Valedictorian
February 2018 - July 2021 | 2425 Tuxedo Street, Detroit, MI

Degree - High School Diploma

Maintained a 4.0 GPA and graduated as 2021 Detroit Public School

District excellence award honoree.

EXPERIENCE

Social Cognitive Development Lab — Student Researcher
Number 2021 -Present | Detroit, MI

- Collaborated with the assistant professor of psychology at the University
of Detroit Mercy to develop a website that includes several tests to
measure and gather data on implicit gender and racial biases in children.

- Contributed to the research process by serving as a lab assistant.
Implemented feedback for the website given by other lab assistants,
attended lab meetings and offered improvements to research methods.

Google — CSSI: Online Participant
Summer 2021| Detroit, MI

- Completed an introductory project-based JavaScript and Firebase
curriculum taught by Google engineers.

- Configured 5 individual coding projects in Javascript by using concepts
such as variables, data types, and functions.

Kapor Center — National Student Leadership Team
December 2020 - July 2021| Detroit, MI

- Member of a team designed to discuss how society can address the
digital divide when it comes to computer science opportunities for
minorities.

- Assisted in the development of the Kapor Center Culturally Responsive CS
Education Framework by providing insights and feedback on the current
education system and how we can address the issues that plague it.

JOURNi — Teaching Assistant
July 2020 - September 2020, July 2022 - August 18, 2022, | Detroit, MI

- Worked in a virtual environment to update and revise content used to
teach a group of 25 students, leading to better and more refined
information for the students, while saving time for the primary instructor.

- Co-operated with a group of 3 teaching assistants and a primary
instructor to supervise a pod of 5 students each, keeping track of
attendance while working to keep the students engaged.

SKILLS

 - Knowledge of HTML, CSS & Javascript

 - Proficient knowledge of Vue.js

 - Experience with Squarespace & Trello

 - Conversant in Spanish

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- Lead programmer in Central High
School’s First Robotics team

- Helped co-start a Chess Club at
Central High School

- Honored as a Computer Science Hero
during the 2022 CSED Week

- Vice president of the University of
Detroit Mercy Chess Club

- Vice President of the University of
Detroit Mercy African and Caribbean
Students’ Organization

PROJECTS

Anime Finder
Github | Demo

- Used the Vue.js CLI, Javascript,
and various API calls, to create a
site where users can search
for/read about different anime
shows

Tools: HTML | CSS | Javascript |
Vue.js

Budgeting Site
Github | Demo

- A website that helps users track
their finances, by giving them the
ability to add expenses, incomes,
and bills while presenting their
spending habits visually through
responsive graphs.

Tools: HTML | CSS | Javascript |
Vue.js | Firebase

Interests

- Reading

- Chess
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